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Are You Tapping This

Positive Customers Buy More

Overlooked Opportunity?

Want another reason to market from the power of positivity? Positive messaging tends to attract
customers who are positive, too—and positive customers are more profitable. According to research
from Hearst, 77% of “positive” people take action after consuming media, compared with 63% of
those feeling less positive.
So be positive and draw in positive thinkers. Then reap the benefits of marketing from the power
of making people feel good.

The Power of

Positive
Design
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Use uplifting imagery.
Choose images of
strength, security,
and success. Such
images make people
feel good, and who
doesn’t want to feel
good these days? Use
calming tones and
inspiring colors. This
works whether you
are selling vacations
or vacuum cleaners.
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With thousands of
marketing messages competing for
your customers’ attention every day, want
a fresh idea to break through? Try positivity!
In today’s politically and socially divided world,
themes of kindness, compassion, and a
positive outlook are particularly appealing
right now. Here are five ways to bring
positivity into your print
and digital design.
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Keep it simple.
With so much
uncertainty and
divisiveness around
us, consumers long
for simplicity. Keep
your layout clean and
uncluttered. Don’t overcomplicate things. Find
a positive angle to your
messaging and build
your layout around it.

Evoke trustworthiness.
Did you know that 88%
of people who say they
“highly trust” a brand
will purchase from that
brand again? And 73%
will try new products
and services from
that company? Trust
feels good! Choose
colors, images, and
themes that inspire it.

Offer authenticity.
Consumers crave
authenticity. Images
and video don’t always
have to be slick and
commercial. Use real
people, testimonials,
and user-generated
content. Remind your
audience that when
they do business with
you, they are doing
business with real
people just like them.

5
Share your brand values.
Shoppers increasingly
want to do business with
brands that “do the right
thing.” More than four
in five (82%) want to
do business with brands
that reflect their values,
and 63% will abandon
the brand if there is a
mismatch. Whether
it’s environmental
initiatives, social justice,
or cleaning up ocean
plastic, find a match
between what you
stand for and what your
customers care about
and tie them together.
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Designing a Logo
that Inspires Trust

Simplicity. A complex logo can be

Memorability. The more memorable

Don’t copycat. Intentionally or not, brands

confusing and overwhelming. Keep it

your logo, the more likely customers are

will sometimes create logos that look like

simple and easy to understand. A great

to trust your brand. “Blah” translates into

other companies’ logos—sometimes even

example is the Nike swoosh. You don’t

“unprofessional.”

their competitors’. Do your research

need to be familiar with the Nike brand
to intuitively understand that the swoosh
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before finalizing your design and ensure
that it is unique.

conveys action, speed, and agility.
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Does your logo
need a redesign?

What goes
into a logo that
breeds trust?
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Ensure that it makes sense. Make sure

C

that the imagery makes sense for your

onsumers want to buy

brand. We recently saw a logo for a
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company located on the Outer Banks of
North Carolina that included what

from brands they trust,

Smart color choices. Studies have
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shown that 90% of a buyer’s instant

and one of the first places they

judgments about a brand are

encounter your brand is your

colors that are difficult to match or designs

associated with what your brand

that are overly sensitive to misregistration.

stands for. If you’re creating a logo

Slack, a workforce messaging and team-

for firefighting equipment, for

a logo that inspires trust is so

building platform, was criticized for its

example, you probably don’t want

logo before redesigning it to be easier

purple as your dominant color.

important. From your direct mail

and simpler to replicate consistently.
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to your marketing collateral,

no mountains in the Outer Banks.

Make it easy to replicate. Don’t choose

based on color. Use colors that are

company logo. That’s why having

appeared to be mountain peaks. There are

Trust is more
important in
marketing than
ever, and that trust
starts with the logo
that is the face of
your brand.

Reflect the aesthetic expectations of

every time your customers are

your industry. If you use a design style
that customers would expect in X-Sports

exposed to your logo, it can
either build trust or erode it.
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to create a logo for a financial institution,
it is going to create confusion, not trust.
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Does

here is a lot of talk about personalized direct
mail these days. But does it really work?
Who better to ask than marketers who are
using personalization every day? Here is a collection
of data from a recent study conducted by NAPCO

PERSONALIZATION

Really Work?

TOP SOURCES
FOR OBTAINING DATA
FOR PERSONALIZED
DIRECT MAIL

EFFECTIVENESS
OF PERSONALIZED
DIRECT MAIL

78%

41%

Online purchase
77%
history:

Higher repeat
purchase rate:

Higher than
social media:

67%

5%

Online browsing
68%
data:

Higher customer
lifetime value: 61%

Higher than
paid search:

66%

0%

Social
data:

53%

Improved
marketing ROI:

60%

Higher
than video:

63%

Loyalty program
52%
data:

Higher average
order value:

57%

Higher than
display:

62%

Higher than
text:

60%

Moderately
effective:

Percent of marketers say personalized
direct mail is either “highly” or
“moderately” effective.
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96%

Source: “Hitting the (re)Target Directly: Analyzing the Role Direct Mail Can Play in an Effective Digital ReTargeting Strategy” (NAPCO Research / NaviStone, 2022)

HOW
PERSONALIZED
DIRECT MAIL’S CONVERSION RATES COMPARE
Higher
than email :

Demographic
Data:

Not at all
effective:

BENEFITS OF
PERSONALIZED
DIRECT MAIL
Higher conversion
69%
rate:

Very
55%
effective:		

Slightly
effective:

Research of companies utilizing personalized direct
mail retargeting programs. After looking at these
numbers, what do you think? Is personalization
worth the investment? We sure think so!

87%

Percent of marketers are increasing
their budgets for direct mail.

60%

64%

Percent of marketers say direct mail
ROI is “much higher” or “somewhat
higher” than email.

76%
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5 Ways
to Make
Your Packaging
More
Environmentally
Friendly

When it comes to being environmentally friendly,
folding cartons are among the best types of packaging
available. Their primary substrate is paper, which is a
renewable resource, and the cartons themselves can be
recycled and reused multiple times. But there are ways
to make them even more environmentally friendly if
you choose to do so. Here are five steps you can take...

CHOOSE A
BIODEGRADABLE
ADHESIVE
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USE A WATER- OR
VEGETABLE-BASED INK

Most folding cartons are sealed with
some type of adhesive. Traditional
adhesives contain harmful chemicals,

Traditional inks are oil-based and release

so improve the sustainability of your

toxic chemicals (called VOCs) into the air

packaging by requesting an adhesive

during the printing process. By printing

that’s biodegradable. When the

your folding cartons with water-based

package breaks down, it won’t release

ink, you eliminate a source of toxic

toxic chemicals into the environment.

emissions. Vegetable-based inks break
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down even more quickly and easily
than water-based inks, making your

CHOOSE PACKAGING
MADE FROM
RECYCLED FIBER

folding cartons even easier to recycle.

When it comes to choosing the
substrate, you have your choice of
virgin fiber, recycled fiber, or a mix
of both. While virgin fiber plays an
important role in maintaining a strong,
stable paper supply, recycled paper
requires less energy to produce and
helps to reduce landfill waste.
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OPT FOR
COMPOSTABLE
PACKAGING

DON’T LAMINATE
Design with fully compostable
materials. Only a certain subset of
your customers will actually compost

substrates used in the packaging to

their packaging, but if you advertise

be separated into the appropriate

your packaging’s compostability,

recycling streams. Any time you

it alerts both composting and

laminate paper and plastic (or

noncomposting customers to how

foil), you make the entire package

much you value sustainability.

nonrecyclable. If you need an
interior liner, make it free-floating.
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However you
boost the sustainability of
your packaging, be sure to alert
shoppers on the packaging itself.
This way, your customers are
fully in the know about all the
different steps you’ve taken
to care for the planet
we live on.

Recycling requires the different

This way, it can be removed and
the folding carton recycled.
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1.
GIVE THE DONOR
CREDIT FOR THE WORK
YOU ARE DOING.
This is all about your
messaging. Don’t say, “Your gift will help our
organization feed [this number of] hungry
children.” Say, “Your gift will feed [this number
of] hungry children.” “If you give the donor
credit, they will fee l better about their gift,”
says Perry. “I helped feed these hungry kids. I
want to do this again. It’s a deep and subtle
shift that is probably the most
powerful thing you can do in
your ‘thank you’ letters.”

What’s Your
Donor Thank
You Strategy?

5.
USE THE LETTER AS THE
FIRST STEP IN A LARGER
ENGAGEMENT PROCESS.
You are nurturing donors,
not just thanking them.
Send them ongoing impact
reports, personal letters
written by those who are
benefitting from your work,
and invite them to donor
celebrations like cookouts
or tours.

When it comes to raising money, one-off gifts are great. However,

2.
CREATE AN
EMOTIONAL REACTION.
To do this, use an informal,
friendly tone, and tell a
story. “Stories are a great
way to make it feel personal,”
says Perry. “But keep it short.
One story is better than
three, and no more than
three sentences.”

These
5 tips can
help!
4.
GET THE DETAILS RIGHT.

3.
ASSURE DONORS THEY
HAVE MADE A WISE INVESTMENT.
Share specifically how the
gifts will be used: “Your
gift will go directly to…”
When possible, include
a personal message from
someone who directly
benefited from the gift.

Make sure the donor’s name is correct—
and no spelling or grammatical errors.
When possible, have someone higher up
in the organization, such as the director of
development or a board member, sign the
letter. Don’t use this as an opportunity to
ask for another gift.

the ultimate goal is to get donors to support you over time.
How do you do that? A heartfelt “thank you” letter can go a
long way. In fact, the “thank you” is one of the most important
communications a donor receives. Here are five ideas for creating

“Sending a great thank you letter is the first and most important
step of the donor engagement process,” Perry concludes. “Get

a great “thank you” letter from Gail Perry, president of Gail

it right and it ups your retention, makes donors stick with you,
and creates a sustainable base of supporters that will renew
their gifts year after year.”
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Perry Associates, specializing in capital fundraising campaigns.
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